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Abstract

The United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) facilitates air, land, and sea transportation for the DOD. On a periodic basis, a myriad of different agencies within USTRANSCOM project future workload to facilitate resource planning, budgeting, and reimbursable rate identification. Within USTRANSCOM, there are a variety of databases and metrics utilized for workload forecasts; neither a standard nor a preferred technique is prescribed. Currently, USTRANSCOM faces challenges in producing accurate workload forecasts [1]. These challenges can lead to unreliable budget requests and, ultimately, hinder the effectiveness and efficiency of USTRANSCOM [1].

For the purpose of routine aircraft movements of cargo and personnel, this research seeks to answer (1) whether any data sets are dominated with respect to data quality, allowing for their removal from consideration and (2) the degree to which any data set is superlative with respect to informing high quality air workload forecasts. Furthermore, this research identifies a possible major problem with USTRANSCOM’s current forecasting procedure and provides recommendations on how to best utilize the data sets readily available for use.
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I. Introduction

Nothing happens until something moves.
- Albert Einstein

1.1 Background

The United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) was established in 1987 to integrate global air, land, and sea transportation for the Department of Defense (DoD) [2]. As such, USTRANSCOM is the single manager of the United States military’s transportation system. It coordinates missions worldwide using both military and commercial transportation resources to include aircraft, trains, and ships.

USTRANSCOM’s activities are funded by the Transportation Working Capital Fund (TWCF). On an annual basis, USTRANSCOM determines the shipping rates that Department of Defense (DOD) customers must pay to use its services [3]. To calculate such rates, USTRANSCOM must forecast future demand for their resources. Currently, the Joint Distribution Processing Analysis Center (JDPAC) oversees demand forecasting of workload for USTRANSCOM [4].

 Ideally, USTRANSCOM seeks to neither gain or lose money from the TWCF [7]. Doing so is exceedingly difficult to attain. In addition to the stochastic demands for steady-state processes, USTRANSCOM has the challenge of demands that shift with national security priorities and DOD responses to geopolitical events. More than most
commercial transportation systems, future USTRANSCOM transportation demands are notably difficulty to forecast accurately.

A major part of USTRANSCOM’s movement of goods happens by ‘channel air.’ Channel air is defined as regularly scheduled airlift for movement of passengers and cargo over designated and validated routes [6]. In this sense, channel air represents routine air transportation.

1.2 Overview

In this study, databases from across USTRANSCOM’s multiple agencies are evaluated to determine the validity and efficacy of their use in USTRANSCOM forecasting processes. This analysis includes an evaluation of the quality of four databases, as well as the degree to which each of these databases accurately inform USTRANSCOM’s current forecasting process.

1.3 Problem Statement

Given a set of recurring forecasts for channel (cargo and passenger) air transport workload and using a disparate set of databases for forecasts generated by different agencies within USTRANSCOM, this research seeks to both reduce the number of databases utilized to generate forecasts within JDPAC and ensure the quality of workload forecasts are robust with respect to the various forecasts required by different USTRANSCOM agencies.

1.4 Research Questions

To address the problem statement, this study answers two fundamental research questions.
1. Is any single data set used by different agencies to generate channel (cargo and passenger) air transport workload forecasts superior in data quality?

2. Which data set yields the best performing forecasts over the set of forecast needs within USTRANSCOM?

With respect to the first question, it is of interest to examine the quality of each data set. This requires adopting a definition of data quality and assessing it for each data set both absolutely and relative to the other data sets.

1.5 Organization of this Study

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Chapter II reviews literature pertinent to data quality assessments, forecasting, and previous studies in support of USTRANSCOM. Chapters III and IV respectively answer the first and second research questions. Chapter V summarizes the garnered insights and recommendations for the research sponsor as well as recommendations for future research.
II. Literature Review

Research is what I am doing when I don’t know what I am doing.

–Wernher von Braun

2.1 Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze what information exists and is relevant to database analysis for USTRANSCOM forecasting. An initial review of scholarly articles and theses shows that much has been done to analyze USTRANSCOM forecasting. Indeed, this research stretches back to at least 1973[7] with a large amount of research[3, 5, 8] as recent as 2019[4].

This chapter summarizes and provides an overview of literature on data quality analysis, time series modeling, and current forecasting methods. Additionally, it provides understanding into USTRANSCOM’s current forecasting process as well as insights obtained from previous analytic studies on USTRANSCOM forecasting.

2.2 Data Quality Analysis

Assessing the quality of data is an important step in any data driven research. The quality of outputs can only be as good as the quality of inputs.

A paper by Ardagna et al.[9] focuses on how to provide a data quality assessment for applications aimed at analyzing ‘big data’ sources. The authors address the problem of assessing data quality and selecting proper data for supporting analytics inputs while respecting constraints such as execution time and cost. They propose an architecture for data quality assessment that includes their Data Quality Module and CCT (Confidence/Cost/Time) Model. The authors additionally illustrate that
the sensitiveness of the data quality assessment to the confidence of analysis depends both on the data source features as well as the specific data quality dimensions.

Additionally, there are large number of factors and terms used for big data quality assessment. Abdallah [10] presents over 40 terms used to help qualify data. These terms are broken into four categories. The first of these categories is data perspective, which focuses on the quality of data itself. Second is management perspective, which deals with how management deals with data. Next is processing perspective, which is concerned with the purpose for which the data is being used. Finally, user perspective pertains to the data will be delivered and visualized. Each of these categories are relevant as this research seeks to identify quality data in the context of how it will be used and managed.

Another way in which various authors qualify data quality is through varying amount of words beginning with the letter V. Panimalar et al. [11] discuss the evolution of describing big data with V’s. The authors give a background on the 3 V’s, 4 V’s, 5 V’s, 10 V’s, and 14 V’s of big data before introducing three new terms which bring the count up to 17. This is excessive. It suffices to qualify data in terms of 4 V’s of big data presented by IBM’s Big Data & Analytics Hub: volume, variety, velocity, and veracity [12].

However, the data used in this research is quite manageable and should not be through of as ‘big data.’ So instead, this research focuses on Pipino [13] who presents a more general overview of data quality assessment, proposing 16 dimensions to evaluate. Pipino points out that assessing data quality requires awareness of the fundamental principles underlying the development of subjective and objective data quality metrics.

Unfortunately, there is no standardized convention for assessing data quality because data is heavily context-dependent. Hence, assessing data quality in this research
is a subjective process, although one informed by the workload forecasting purpose for which the various data sets are used by USTRANSCOM.

2.3 Workload Forecasting Methods

Archer’s “Forecasting Demand” [14], divides forecasting techniques into two classes: numerical methods and intuitive methods. Intuitive methods for forecasting, Archer states, are more appropriate when data is insufficient. Numerical methods are further divided into time-series and causal methods. For time-series methods, the standard approach for forecasting is using moving averages. Exponential smoothing often provides a more meaningful product because it weights past observations of data, with higher weights accorded to more recent data. However, the compound growth assumption inherent in geometric progressions degrades the performance of exponential smoothing models for medium and long range forecasting. Another approach to time-series forecasting is through temporal regression. A study by Jones et al. [15] shows that multivariate time series models can be used to reliably forecast. Finally, machine learning techniques (e.g., neural networks) have also been shown to be capable of forecasting well (e.g. see [16]).

Causal models, as Archer describes, are best approached through regression. He notes that “if forecasts are required for more than about two years ahead, it is no longer realistic to assume that the present relationships between variables will remain constant” [14]. At this point, investigation is needed to determine how parameters should be changed. It is beneficial to consider independent variables – in addition to previous observations of the dependent variable – that one thinks may directly affect the dependent variable. A transportation study by Phyoe [17] forecasts air traffic demand in the Singapore Flight Information Region by examining the relationship between air traffic and economic variables, such as gross domestic product (GDP).
The study concluded that GDP has a large influence on air traffic. The forecasting models used were exponential trend, ARIMA, and ARIMAX. ARIMAX is an ARIMA model with additional consideration of an exogenous, independent variable.

2.4 Time Series Overview

Time series models relate a sequence of observations of a dependent variable over time, projecting future values of the dependent variable. These models work best when the parameters within the time series forecasting model remain constant over time. Bowerman [18] points out that time series models can often have auto-correlated error terms. These correlations cause models to become inaccurate. However, correlated error terms can be detected using residual plots and the Durbin-Watson statistic. This auto-correlation can be addressed using the first-order auto-regressive process. Additionally, time series models lend themselves to modeling seasonal data. Time series regression can model seasonal data using dummy variables and trigonometric functions.

In “Time Series Analysis,” Box [19] points out five important uses of time series and dynamic models. The first use is forecasting future values of a time series from current and past values. The second use is determining the transfer function of a system subject to inertia. The third use is the use of indicator variables in transfer function models to represent the effects of unusual intervention events on a time series. The fourth use is the determination of multivariate dynamic models to represent interrelationships among related time series variables. The final use is the design of control schemes to adjust the model for deviations.

Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) is one of the two most widely used forecasting approaches and aims to describe the auto correlations in the data [20]. The AR in ARIMA indicates that the model is a regression of the variable
against itself. In an AR model, “we forecast the variable of interest using a linear combination of past values of the variable” [20]. The MA component of ARIMA indicates a moving average model that uses past forecast errors in a regression-like model [20]. “If we combine differencing with autoregression and a moving average model, we obtain a non-seasonal ARIMA model.” In this context, ‘integration’ in ARIMA is the reverse of differencing [20].

The other most widely used forecasting approach is exponential smoothing [20]. This method provides a complimentary approach to ARIMA and is based on a description of trend and seasonality in the data [20]. “Forecasts produced using exponential smoothing methods are weighted averages of past observations, with the weights decaying exponentially as the observations get older. In other words, the more recent the observation the higher the associated weight” [20]. This framework can create reliable forecasts quickly for a wide range of time series. This “is a great advantage and of major importance to applications in industry” [20].

There exist a variety of univariate methods for forecasting with time-series data. Peng and Chu [21] compare six univariate models to forecast one-year throughput for three major Taiwan shipping ports. The models used were the classical decomposition model, the trigonometric regression model, the regression model with seasonal dummy variables, the grey model, the hybrid grey model, and the SARIMA model (i.e., an ARIMA model having a seasonal component). By comparing forecast accuracy using mean absolute error, mean absolute percent error, and root mean squared error, the authors found “that in general the classical decomposition model appears to be the best model for forecasting” their problem. The authors suggest that a simple method, like classical decomposition, seems to perform well even though “it is not based on formal statistical theory.” Furthermore, complex methods do not necessarily provide more accurate forecasts than simpler models. The authors recommend that the first
step in finding a good method for forecasting is to carefully exam the distribution of data. It is desirable to develop methods that combine methods that accurately predict the short term with methods that are more effective in forecasting the long term.

2.5 JDPAC Current Forecasting State

Currently, JDPAC uses a variety of databases at their disposal to forecast the following metrics: (1) number of tails (aircraft per time period), (2) flying hours, (3) million ton miles (MTM), and (4) short tons (sTons). In the future, JDPAC would like to forecast Cubic Feet as well.

These forecasts are used by at least five customers to include (1) Air Mobility Command (AMC) and the following Directorates of the Joint Staff: (2) J3 - Operations, (3) J4 - Logistics, (4) J5 - Strategy, Plans, & Policy, and (5) J8 - Force Structure, Resources, & Assessment.

To forecasts these metrics, JDPAC follows a five-step process for generating forecasts. This process can be described briefly as running multiple models for each forecast and having subject matter experts (SMEs) examine and approve the results.

Step 1 of this process is to generate multiple models in R for a given forecasting need (for example: the projected workload for a channel pair – a specific aircraft origin and destination – for a type of cargo and over a projected temporal horizon). These models include exponential smoothing and ARIMA models. The exponential smoothing models consider models both with and without seasonality patterns and trends. From these generated models, the model with the lowest Akaike’s Information Criterion (AICc) is chosen as the ‘best’ model. This best model is used to calculate forecasts. This step is repeated for all forecasts that are needed.

Step 2 consists of reviewing every forecast generated in Step 1. This process is
expedited with the help of Microsoft Excel VBA Macros and a custom graphical user interface (GUI). In Step 3, these forecasts are manually adjusted based on “operational assumptions” [23]. The final two steps consist respectively of approval by subject matter experts and aggregating the data for distribution to customers [23].

2.6 Existing Studies on USTRANSCOM Forecasting

A significant amount of work has been done by the United States Government Accountability Office (GOA) to identify the need for improved forecasting for airlift services. GOA’s September 2018 report to Congressional committees summarizes these findings [1]. Currently, USTRANSCOM has not been supplying their forecast to the Air Force with sufficient time to support budget deliberations. As a consequence, Congress does not have sufficient information for the accurate appropriation of funds. GOA also found that USTRANSCOM has challenges producing an accurate forecast of its workload. Towards a positive outcome, “GOA found that forecast inaccuracy averaged 25 percent” and has become increasingly accurate since 2007 [1]. However, “[USTRANSCOM] lacks an effective process to gather workload projections from its customers”, “no longer uses forecasting accuracy metrics”, “has not established forecast accuracy goals to monitor its performance,” and does not have a plan to improve the increasing inaccuracy of its forecasts [1]. These inaccurate forecasts lead to unreliable budget requests and hinder operational planning.

Bradshaw [5] reported that USTRANSCOM’s inability to accurately forecast workload demand leads to inaccurate service provider rate-setting. As a result, some customers become dissatisfied when rates spike. These customers then “seek service from other competitors, which generates lost revenue, customer dissatisfaction and the inability to maximize workload to meet the readiness goals of the command” [5]. Bradshaw examined “a variety of time-series techniques applied to historical cargo
and flying hour workload demand for Air Mobility Commands (AMC) contingency and special airlift assignment missions.” For cargo time-series, Bradshaw’s research shows that many models are statistically similar and lead to over-fitting, which in turn results in severely inaccurate forecasts for annual workload demand. Instead, the median value over multiple forecast models’ predictions was found to be a more accurate indicator of annual demand. For flying hour time-series, similar patterns of over-fitting were revealed, yet a superior indicator of predictive behavior was not found. Bradshaw’s research also provides a standardized way to sanitize raw data into aggregates for forecasting purposes and outlines various, alternative forecasting techniques for consideration by USTRANSCOM.
III. Data Quality Assessment

Without data, you’re just another person with an opinion.

–Dr. W. Edwards Deming, American engineer & statistician

3.1 Overview

The first question this research seeks to answer is as follows: is any single data set used by different agencies to generate channel (cargo and passenger) air transport workload forecasts superior in data quality? To address this question, we begin by assessing the quality of our data based on selected principles identified in literature.

Additionally, this chapter will discuss the data used in this research as well as provide an initial data quality assessment. Understanding data is an important part in any data driven research. This chapter will help inform the forecasting and analyses in Chapter 4.

3.2 Data Preparation

Obtaining the data for this research was simple for the researcher, due to the responsive support provided by USTRANSCOM. The data was obtained from USTRANSCOM’s Joint Distribution Process Analysis Center (JDPAC). JDPAC is a directorate under USTRANSCOM, and its purpose is to provide analysis and engineering support to improve the nation’s ability to move and sustain the Joint Force and operate the Joint Deployment and Distribution Enterprise.

These channel air data used in this study were pulled from four databases and were provided by JDPAC. These databases are used for various purposes across multiple agencies. These include maintenance, financial, and operational and represent
information about channel and passenger flights. A number of spreadsheets provided this data and encompassed different date ranges. Ultimately, the data was merged into six spreadsheets comprising the same scope of time.

The first database is the Global Air Transportation Execution System (GATES). GATES is an operational database that presents information on groups of cargo. This study was provided with two spreadsheets (cargo and passenger) representing data from October 2013 through April 2019.

![Figure 1. Screenshot of GATES Spreadsheet](image)

The second database is the Defense Enterprise Accounting and Management System’s Component Billing System (DCBS). DCBS is a financial database the lists the number of short tons and number of passengers that traveled over specific channels in a given month. This study was provided with six spreadsheets representing data from October 2013 through August 2019. These spreadsheets were merged into two (cargo and passenger).

The third database is the Reliability and Maintainability Information System (REMIS) database. REMIS is a maintenance database. Unlike the previous databases discussed, REMIS is a list of flights, not individual cargo or personnel shipments. Furthermore, REMIS, as well as the next database, is not divided into cargo and passenger components. This study was provided with one spreadsheet representing data from October 2013 through March 2019.

The fourth and final database is denoted as Hybrid in this research and comprises a merge of selected GATES and Global Decision Support System (GDSS) database
fields, as customized by personnel within the Operations Divisions (i.e., TCAC-O) of JDPAC. This database also lists flights and includes information on the number of passengers on these flights. This study was provided with six text files representing data from October 2013 through July 2019. These text files converted to a single spreadsheet using R.

3.3 Scope and Data Description

This research examines channel flight workload data from fiscal years 2014 through 2018 (FY14-FY18). This scope was chosen based on the availability and relevance of data. Based on the available data, it was possible to use data up to March of 2019. However, FY14-FY18 was chosen to simplify understanding of inputs and outputs.

Below, Table 1 shows a brief summary of each database. These databases range by size, number of variables, purpose, and what the data entries represent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Entries</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Entries Represent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GATES</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>169,904</td>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Groups of cargo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>92,516</td>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>sTons/channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40,427</td>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>Flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>172,333</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Flights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Assessing Data Quality

An important first step in any data-driven research is an initial assessment regarding the quality of the data provided. As discussed previously, there are a large number of terms used for data quality assessment throughout relevant literature. Pipino et al. [13] provided a fairly concise list of 16 terms. Of these, five terms were chosen for the initial data quality assessment in this research. Theses terms represent a consolidation of the terms provided by Pipino that are relevant to this study. The selected
terms, as defined by Pipino, are as follows:

1. Volume: The extent to which the volume of data is appropriate for the task at hand

2. Completeness: The extent to which data is not missing data and has sufficient depth for the task at hand

3. Representation (Concise/Consistent): The extent to which data is compactly represented and is presented in a consistent format

4. Ease of Use: The extent to which data is easy to manipulate, free-of-errors, and easy to understand

5. Relevancy: The extent to which data is applicable and beneficial for the task at hand

These terms will be qualitatively assessed in the following paragraphs and given an ordinal ranking, first to fourth, based on this assessment. These rankings help to compare these databases across the five data quality parameters. However, it is important to note that these rankings reflect the data used in this research and may or may not accurately reflect the databases as whole. The spreadsheets used in this research represent pulls from these databases and, as a result, data fields that effect these rankings may be missing.

**Volume**

Ranking the volume of data was conducted by ranking the number of entries each database has. When considering cargo and passenger information together, GATES has the most entries, over 200,000. Next in volume is the Hybrid database which contained more than 172,000 entries. This quantity happens to be roughly the size
of the GATES cargo information. However, although the Hybrid database does have less entries, it represents flights unlike GATES, which represents groups of cargo. For this reason, the Hybrid database likely represents more flights than the GATES database.

Next, the DCBS database contains 115,829 entries of cargo and passenger information. Though it has less entries, DCBS does represent a large amount of information because it represents the amount of short tons or passengers that traveled over a given channel in a given month. Finally, the REMIS database is the smallest with 40,427 entries. Like the Hybrid database, REMIS entries represent flights. However at 40,427 entries, this is less than a quarter size of the Hybrid database. The rankings for volume, as reported in Table 2, are based solely on the number of entries of data.

**Completeness.**

Completeness is defined above as “the extent to which data is not missing data and has sufficient depth for the task at hand.” The hybrid database is the only database that has some missing fields. Just under two percent of aircraft tail numbers and flight priority codes are missing. Of the remaining 41 fields, eighteen fields are missing information for less than one percent of flights. However, these blanks are for variables that do not directly affect this research in its current form. Regarding the other databases, they do not have missing values within the entries, but it is indeterminate whether there are missing entries altogether. It is assumed in this research that the databases are otherwise complete and not missing entries.

Since the data provided was fairly clean and had few missing entries, the ranking of completeness is based on the depth of the databases. To elaborate, this depth is represented in the number of variables relevant to our task. It is readily apparent that some databases contain a lot more information than others in their number of
variables. The DCBS database has the least amount of variables at 6 for passenger and 7 for cargo. GATES has many more variables at 18. REMIS has a similar amount, 24 variables. Finally, the Hybrid database has by far the most amount of variables with 41 columns. The corresponding ordinal rankings for completeness are likewise reported in Table 2.

**Representation.**

As described above, representation refers to “the extent to which data is compactly represented and is presented in a consistent format” [13].

The benchmark for representation in this study is the GATES database. GATES is the example in this research for not having too much and too little data.

Second in representation is the REMIS database. REMIS is similar to GATES but does present more information that is not relevant to this study.

Third in representation is the Hybrid database. As discussed previously, the Hybrid database has by far highest number of variables and consequently most amount of information per entry. This characteristic causes the database to be less concise and compact then it could be. Though the data could be presented in a more concise format, the data is still presented in a clear and consistent format. Presenting too many fields in a clear format is far better then presenting too few fields.

Finally, the DCBS database ranks last in representation. The data provided is as compact as it can be for use in this study. To elaborate, the data is already presented in origin-destination pairs for each month, which is the format needed for forecasting in Chapter 4. However, the data provided is too compact. As a result, extra work is required forecast with the data. For example, the ‘Channel’ column, as displayed in Figure 2, must be separated into origin and destinations before it can be used for forecasting. The fourth column of Table 2 reports the respective database rankings.
Ease of Use

All of the data sets are fairly similar with respect to ease of use. The DCBS data provided was too concise, as discussed previously. Because of this, extra of work had to be done before forecasting efforts could be accomplished in R. As a result, DCBS ranks below GATES and REMIS. The latter two databases tie in their ease of use.

The Hybrid database is an exception to the data sets being similar with respect to ease of use. This database presented a challenge because the information was provided as text files. Given non-uniform delimitation of entries within the Hybrid database’s text files, the files could not be imported directly to view in Microsoft Excel. For this reason it is ranked last in ease of use. The fifth column of Table 2 reports the respective database rankings for ease of use.

Relevancy.

The final of the five terms is relevancy. In terms of relevancy, all databases are applicable and beneficial for the task at hand. However, they are relevant in different ways since they provide information that differs in, and they also differ with respect to and the channel workload metrics they can forecast. For this reason, these databases are initially ranked evenly on relevancy. However, the rest of this research will derive insights regarding the relevancy of each database, as will be examined in Chapter 4.

Table 2 presents a summary of the rankings. It is readily observable that no single database is superior (or inferior) across all characteristic rankings.
Table 2. Ordinal Ranking of Database Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Ease</th>
<th>Relevancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GATES</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Summary

This chapter discussed the data used in this research as well as provided an initial data quality assessment. This research asks is any single data set used by different agencies to generate channel (cargo and passenger) air transport workload forecasts superior in data quality? The qualitative assessment provided in this chapter suggests that none of the data sets are superior in quantity. Understanding data is an important part in any data driven research and this chapter helps inform the next chapters forecasting efforts.
IV. Forecasting Accurately with JDPAC Databases

Never make forecasts, especially about the future.

–attributed to Samuel Goldwyn

4.1 Motivation and Overview

The initial data quality assessment is useful but insufficient for answering the research questions. To answer the research questions, the quality of forecasting must inform the recommendation. To this end, this research seeks to emulate forecasting efforts accomplished by JDPAC. These forecasts are then used to compare databases and inform our research into the possible superiority of a database and the use for each.

Sections 4.2.1–4.2.5 present the metrics forecast in the testing, how the available data is decomposed for training and testing of forecast models, what forecasting models are considered, how the testing is computationally implemented, and how the ‘best’ model is selected.

4.2 Common Elements in all Forecast Model Identification

All forecasting efforts were accomplished in R (3.6.1) and RStudio (1.2.1335). These programs ran on a Lenovo P920 (QEB2018B) running Windows 10 (Build 17134) with an Intel Xeon Gold 5120 CPU (2.20GHz) and 256GB of RAM.

4.2.1 Metrics to Forecast

This research seeks to replicate JDPAC forecasting efforts. Currently, JDPAC uses the databases at their disposal to forecast the following metrics [22]: (1) Number of
Tails (Aircraft per time period), (2) Flying Hours, (3) Ton Miles (TM), and (4) Short Tons (sTons).

Although, JDPAC would like to forecast Cubic Feet [22], none of the databases examined here can forecast cubic feet. Furthermore, none of these databases can forecast all of the metrics. Instead, each database is only able to forecast a subset of metrics. GATES and DCBS are the only databases that can contribute to forecasting Ton Miles (TM) and short tons (sTons). While REMIS and the hybrid database are the only databases that can contribute to forecasting tails and flying hours. As an extension of the current JDPAC forecasting metrics, this research evaluates adding Number of Passengers as a metric, models for which can be supported by only DCBS and the Hybrid databases. A summary of what each database can forecast, based on the data sets provided, is summarized in the Table 3 and 4 for cargo and passenger data respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DB/Purpose</th>
<th>Tails</th>
<th>Flying Hrs</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>sTons</th>
<th>Cubic Ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GATES</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Passenger Data Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DB/Purpose</th>
<th>Tails</th>
<th>Flying Hrs</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>sTons</th>
<th>Cubic Ft</th>
<th># of Pax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GATES</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note that nine passengers represents a short ton of passengers.

Table 3 and 4 present clear competition between selected databases on specific metrics. For example, GATES and DCBS are in competition as they are the databases
that can forecast Ton Miles (TM) and short tons, whereas REMIS and Hybrid com-
peete on forecasting tails and flying hours.

4.2.2 Training Data & Testing Data

To evaluate which databases are ‘best’ in their ability to forecast, we begin by
splitting the data into training and testing sets. The intention for splitting the data
was to create a 80/20 percent split. In reality, this was accomplished by using the
first four fiscal years (FY14-17) as training data and the last year (FY18) as test data.
Partitioning the data in this way is in line with Hyndman’s [20] recommendation to
keep the test set at about “20% of the total sample” as well as “at least as large as
the maximum forecast horizon required.” To implement this partition, the data for
each database was first split by origin-destination pair. Then, the training and test
data were split from each other.

4.2.3 Forecasting Models Examined

To generate workload forecasts, JDPAC forecasts a variety of models with differ-
ent model types and the uses the best fitting one, subject to subject matter expertise
as part of their five-step process detailed in Section 2.5. More specifically, JDPAC
currently forecasts with ARIMA and exponential smoothing (with/without season-
ality, trends, etc.) [23]. In this research, five forecasting model types were used to
emulate this process. These methods are as ARIMA, SES, ETS, Last-Naive, and
Mean-Naive.

Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and exponential smoothing
“are the two most widely-used approaches to time series forecasting, and provide
complimentary approaches to the problem” [20]. ARIMA and exponential smoothing
are also the methods currently used by USTRANSCOM [23].
This research uses two methods that fall under the umbrella of exponential smoothing. The first method is Simple Exponential Smoothing (SES) which is suitable for forecasting data with no clear trend or seasonal component. The second method is ETS (Error, Trend, Seasonality). ETS gives more flexibility in examining exponential smoothing models. Depending on the use of its parameters, ETS can represent more advanced exponential smoothing models that take into account additive and multiplicative errors.

The next forecasting method used in this research is Naive forecasting. In this method, the last period (i.e., month) of the training data is used as the projected workload for all future months. Despite its simplicity, this method works remarkably well for many time series applications [20]. Naive forecasts are also called random walk forecasts [20].

The final method is similar to the fourth method. In mean Naive, the average of the training months is used as the workload forecast for future months. This method represents an intuitive approach to forecasting.

4.2.4 Implementation and Coding

The forecasting for this project was accomplished in R and relied heavily on Hyndman and Athanasopoulos's “forecast” package. This package is available from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN).

Because forecasting requires time series data, the format of dates was important in this research. Instead of using the dates directly, each entry was assigned an integer value corresponding to the month within the training data. The integers ranged from 1 to 60, representing the 60 months within fiscal years 2014 through 2018. For the sake of simplicity and because the process was not repeated often, this data preparation task was accomplished in Microsoft Excel before the development of forecast models.
in R. However, if the code in this research were to be used as part of a repeated periodic process by JDPAC, the R code should be modified to accomplish this step.

This research treated the data within each database as if it were full and complete. Hence, missing data was not imputed. This assumption is reasonable because, if there was no data for an origin-destination pair in a given month, it is assumed that there simply was no throughput over that pair in the month.

Additionally, forecasts were not generated if there was no data for the last two years. This was implemented in an attempt to reduce the time it took to generate forecasts. This is a reasonable simplification of the problem because two years of inactivity is likely to yield a zero throughput and unnecessary forecast. Unfortunately, this had a relatively small effect and only skipped a few forecasts per database.

The R code to implement the testing begins by reading in a database. For each origin-destination pair, it calculates the sum of each prediction metric (e.g., short tons) for each month. The data is subsequently split into a training and testing set. If no data exists for a certain month, then these months are filled in with zeros. This step is necessary to ensure the time series is the right length and interpreted accurately. Next, the data for each variable is used for each of the five forecast modeling methods. These forecasts are compared, and the forecast with the lowest Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is saved as the best forecast. Example code for this process is provided in Appendix A.

The following functions found in Hyndman’s Forecast package were used for forecasting: auto.arima(), ets(), ses(), naive(), and meanf().

The auto.arima() function uses a variation of the Hyndman-Khandakar algorithm, which combines unit root tests and minimization of the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [20]. An overview of this method can be found in Figure 5. Auto.arima() uses the typical ARIMA parameters:
p = order of the autoregressive part, d = degree of first differencing involved, and q = order of the moving average part. As seen in Figure 5, the parameter d is restricted to $d \in \{0, 1, 2\}$, and the function’s automated parametric search algorithm considers only selected $p$ and $q$ values over the same parameter space.

The ses() function has two parameters: a smoothing parameter ($\alpha \in [0, 1]$) and the first fitted value at time 1 ($\ell_0$). For the ses() function, the unknown parameters and values are calculated by minimizing the sum of squared errors (SSE) as described by Hyndman [20].

Though the same method could be used for the ets() function, Hyndman chooses to estimate the unknown parameters and initial values by maximizing the likelihood instead. After the initial values are selected, the best model is selected using AICc. The ets() function has the following smoothing parameters: $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, and $\phi$. These parameters have the following restrictions: $\alpha \in (0, 1)$, $\beta \in (0, \alpha)$, $\gamma \in (0, 1 - \alpha)$, and

![Figure 5. Hyndman-Khandakar Algorithm for Automatic ARIMA modelling](image-url)
\( \phi \in (0.8, 0.98) \) (specific to R function).

Additionally, ets() has the following initial states: \( \ell_0, b_0, s_0, s_{-1}, \ldots, s_{-m+1} \).

The naive() and meanf() functions have no model parameters, apart from the data, because they simply forecast future observations using the last period and mean period values, respectively.

Two of these five functions select the best model using AICc. AICc is a small-sample (second-order) correction of the Akaike Information Criterion, and it is the current selection criteria used by JDPAC to compare accuracy across model types. Based on the limited amount of data for each origin-destination pair, it is the most appropriate criteria for comparing models of the same type. AICc is appropriate for comparing models of the same type and using the data, however, it is not appropriate for comparing models of different types, as will be discussed in Section 4.2.5.

4.2.5 Best Model Identification

Currently, JDPAC uses AICc to evaluate and compare different forecast types [23]. Originally, this research had the intention on emulating this process to best replicate how JDPAC forecasts. However, in researching Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) it was discovered that the process used by JDPAC, as of late 2018, may have model accuracy hindered by a common and major forecasting fallacy. Because of the way in which AIC and AICc are calculated, comparing either the AIC or AICc from one model type with another model type is inappropriate. Depending on the specifics of the model, one may not be able to accurately compare models using AIC. Hyndman gives the simple example that “you cannot compare the AIC from an ETS model with the AIC from an ARIMA model” [24]. Additionally, “you cannot [use AIC to] compare an ARIMA model with differencing to an ARIMA model without differencing” [24]. To explain the problem simply, models treat initial values differently, which results in
likelihood functions being calculated differently. More detail about this complication is given in “Facts and Fallacies of the AIC” [24]. The consequence of this revelation is that there was and may still exist an issue with the process utilized by JDPAC to select forecasting models for subject matter expert validation.

This revelation inadvertently answers the question: does the current JDPAC use of the best fitting model portend quality forecasts? The answer is ‘no’.

Since their current procedure incorrectly uses AICc when selecting the best performance, this method will not always select the best fitting model. It may still select a good model, but it is less likely to be the best model. Furthermore, this process will likely select the same type of model (e.g., ARIMA) for each comparison because of a consistent model-based bias for AICc computations.

As a result of not being able to use AICc to compare different types of models, mean absolute error (MAE) is used to compare models in this research. MAE uses the same scale its data. Hence, it is reported in the same units as the data which is desirable. Errors were calculated using the “mae” function from Hammer and Frasco’s “Metrics” R package. Of note, mean absolute scaled error (MASE) was considered but not used because it provides errors that are undefined or infinite when actual or predicted data is zero-valued.

After the MAE of each forecast for an origin-destination pair is calculated, the errors were compared. The model with the lowest MAE was recorded as the best model.

4.3 Comparison of Database-Specific Forecasts

4.3.1 Comparison of Forecast Errors

We still seek to answer the second research question: which data set yields the best performing forecasts over the set of forecast needs within USTRANSCOM? To
answer this question, we need to compare the forecasts for each databases against the forecasts of the other databases.

After forecasting each origin-destination pair, these forecasts were compared against their test data sets. The training and test MAEs were collected and organized by database and metric resulting in 26 distributions of errors, wherein each error (i.e., measure of MAE) corresponds to an origin-destination pair within the given database. Since we make no assumptions about the distribution of the errors, we use Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) Tests to compare error distributions. K-S Tests let us examine whether distributions of errors likely arise from the same distributions without making assumptions about the family of distribution. K-S tests do not depend on the underlying cumulative distribution function being tested and do not depend on an adequate sample size to be valid.

This research performed twelve K-S Tests comparing both the Training and Test MAEs across data sets and metrics. To clarify, pairwise comparisons of error distributions were performed for the training data, across databases and metrics, and then the same was done for the error distributions for the test data. These twelve K-S tests and graphical displays of forecast error distributions can be found in Appendix B. Using \( \alpha = 0.05 \), only one test (Test 2: REMIS v Hybrid Tails Test MAE) signified that the MAEs were from the same distribution. However the \( p \)-value is 0.095, which is still low and would not be significant if \( \alpha \) were increased to a commonly-used value of 0.10. All other K-S Tests found that the distributions of errors were not from the same distribution.

Additionally, two-tailed Welch’s t-tests were performed to compare the means of these distributions. These tests are also found in Appendix B. Welch’s t-tests were used instead of Student’s t-test since the former is more reliable when samples have unequal sample sizes or variances. These t-tests showed that the means of
the error distributions were significantly different with \( \alpha = 0.05 \). Since the sets of error distributions, with one exception, and their means were found to be different, recommendations could be provided on which databases to use for which metrics. These recommendations are made based on minimizing mean error. (Minimizing standard deviation would yield the same results.) These recommendations, displayed in Table 7, show that all data sets are needed to forecast as well as possible, since each database is the best database at forecasting a specific metric.

Tables 5 and 6 show the mean, standard deviation, 95\% confidence interval around the mean, and sample size for the training and testing distributions, respectively. Table 5 displays how well the respective databases enable the forecasting procedure to obtain good fitting models, while Table 6 displays how well the respective databases enable the forecasting procedure to generate accurate forecasts.

It is important to note that there was one outlier in the MAE data. This outlier occurred in the Gates Cargo data for both short tons and ton miles. This outlier was identified to represent the Ramstein Air Force Base to McGuire Air Force Base channel. This outlier was removed before the K-S tests were performed.

4.4 Summary

The initial data quality assessment was useful but insufficient to answer the both research questions. This chapter reviewed which metrics were forecast, how the available data was prepared, which models were used, how these models were implemented, and how the ‘best’ model was selected. This chapter then discussed comparing errors across databases to inform recommendations on which databases should be used for forecasting specific metrics. Additionally, this chapter identified a possible shortcoming to in JDPAC’s current forecasting procedure.
Table 5. Training MAE Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St Dev</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>Tails</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>(0.2, 0.24)</td>
<td>1662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Tails</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>(0.32, 0.38)</td>
<td>2869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>2.097</td>
<td>(0.77, 0.97)</td>
<td>1662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>12.236</td>
<td>38.908</td>
<td>(10.81, 13.66)</td>
<td>2869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DCBS Cargo</td>
<td>sTons</td>
<td>1.645</td>
<td>12.59</td>
<td>(1.11, 2.18)</td>
<td>2153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GATES Cargo</td>
<td>sTons</td>
<td>11.086</td>
<td>20.205</td>
<td>(7.73, 14.45)</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>DCBS Cargo</td>
<td>Ton Miles</td>
<td>6347</td>
<td>51667</td>
<td>(4157, 8537)</td>
<td>2138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GATES Cargo</td>
<td>Ton Miles</td>
<td>45640</td>
<td>114674</td>
<td>(26577, 64704)</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DCBS Pax</td>
<td>Ton Miles</td>
<td>2755</td>
<td>12092</td>
<td>(1810, 3700)</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GATES Pax</td>
<td>Ton Miles</td>
<td>77484</td>
<td>199120</td>
<td>(47374, 107595)</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Testing MAE Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St Dev</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>Tails</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>(0.21, 0.27)</td>
<td>1662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Tails</td>
<td>0.478</td>
<td>1.608</td>
<td>(0.42, 0.54)</td>
<td>2869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>4.592</td>
<td>(0.80, 1.24)</td>
<td>1662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Hours</td>
<td>21.977</td>
<td>144.522</td>
<td>(16.69, 27.27)</td>
<td>2869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>DCBS Cargo</td>
<td>sTons</td>
<td>2.605</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>(1.60, 3.61)</td>
<td>2153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GATES Cargo</td>
<td>sTons</td>
<td>14.765</td>
<td>33.081</td>
<td>(9.27, 20.26)</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DCBS Cargo</td>
<td>Ton Miles</td>
<td>10005</td>
<td>86262</td>
<td>(6349, 13662)</td>
<td>2138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GATES Cargo</td>
<td>Ton Miles</td>
<td>61085</td>
<td>175963</td>
<td>(31832, 90337)</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>DCBS Pax</td>
<td>Ton Miles</td>
<td>2704</td>
<td>12305</td>
<td>(1742, 3665)</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GATES Pax</td>
<td>Ton Miles</td>
<td>88051</td>
<td>220618</td>
<td>(54689, 121412)</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>DCBS Pax</td>
<td># Pax</td>
<td>6.797</td>
<td>24.884</td>
<td>(4.86, 8.74)</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hybrid Pax</td>
<td># Pax</td>
<td>1.963</td>
<td>10.179</td>
<td>(1.59, 2.34)</td>
<td>2863</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Best Databases for Forecasting A Specific Metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type/Metric</th>
<th>Tails &amp; Flying Hrs</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>sTons</th>
<th># of Passengers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cargo</td>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger</td>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td>GATES</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. Conclusions and Future Research

*Sometimes a scream is better than a thesis.*

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

5.1 Conclusions

USTRANSCOM is the single manager of the United States military’s transportation system. To calculate rates for its customers, USTRANSCOM forecasts future demand for their resources.

In this study, databases from across USTRANSCOM’s multiple agencies are evaluated to determine validity of their use in USTRANSCOM forecasting. This study includes an evaluation of the quality of four databases as well as insight into how these databases affect USTRANSCOM’s current forecasting process. More specifically, this research sought to answer the following questions:

1. Is any single data set used by different agencies to generate channel (cargo and passenger) air transport workload forecasts superior in data quality?

2. Which data set yields the best performing forecasts over the set of forecast needs within USTRANSCOM?

With regard to the first research question, no data set is clearly superior in data quality. In both a qualitative and quantitative sense, each data set has strengths and weaknesses, preventing a preliminary recommendation for any database to be set aside for workload forecasting use. With regard to the second research question, no single data set yields the best performing set of forecasts. Instead, each database is best at forecasting some metric, and all should be retained. Additional insights were also garnered, as detailed in the following recommendations.
5.2 Recommendations for JDPAC

The most important contribution of this work is the insight that JDPAC is likely comparing models incorrectly. As discussed, AICc can easily be misused and, as a result, fail to accurately compare models. Thus, this research recommends that JDPAC no longer use AICc when comparing models across different model types. Instead, it is suggested that JDPAC use an alternative metric such as Mean Absolute Error (MAE). It is still acceptable, however, to use AICc when selecting a model within a specific model type.

Also, Chapter 4 of this research compares forecasting errors across data sets. Based on the information available to this research, Table 7 summarizes the databases recommended for use by JDPAC when forecasting certain metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type/Metric</th>
<th>Tails &amp; Flying Hrs</th>
<th>TM</th>
<th>sTons</th>
<th># of Passengers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cargo</td>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger</td>
<td>REMIS</td>
<td>DCBS</td>
<td>GATES</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Recommendations for Future Research

Forecasting at USTRANSCOM is a problem that has been studied many times, as the literature review of this research reveals. Yet, this problem of producing accurate forecasts still remains exceedingly difficult. It is, after all, a problem of predicting the future. Despite this difficulty and the great research that has been done, much can still be done to improve these forecasting efforts. Most research in the past has focused on mathematical techniques for improving forecasting. With this in mind, the best of approach for future research on this problem may lie with the structure and processes of USTRANSCOM’s forecasting efforts.

As discussed in the literature review, a significant amount of work has been
done by the United States Government Accountability Office (GOA) to identify the need for improved forecasting structure at USTRANSCOM. GOA states that “[USTRANSCOM] lacks an effective process to gather workload projections from its customers,” “no longer uses forecasting accuracy metrics,” “has not established forecast accuracy goals to monitor its performance,” and does not have a plan to improve the increasing inaccuracy of its forecasts [1].

GAO appears to believe that the issue with USTRANSCOM forecasting lies with their processes and procedures. Their recommendations include improving the timing of forecasting and budget requests as well as implementing accuracy goals and a corrective action plan [1]. Additionally, they conjecture the possible benefit of implementing Sales and Operations Planning processes that resulted in a 50 percent reduction in forecast error in specific Army forecasting efforts.

With regard to future USTRANSCOM forecasting efforts, GAO believes “Until TRANSCOM establishes a process to collect projected workload information from its customers, uses forecast accuracy metrics and goals to monitor its performance, and implements a corrective action plan, forecast accuracy and [Airlift Readiness Account] estimates are not likely to improve” [1].
Appendix A. R Code Example

Appendix usually means “small outgrowth from large intestine,” but in this case it means “additional information accompanying main text.” Or are those really the same things?

–Pseudonymous Bosch, The Name of This Book Is Secret

The following pages contain example code showing how this research generated forecasts using GATES Cargo data.

```r
# ######### Set Up ##########
rm(list = ls()) # remove variable
cat("\014") # clear command window
start_time=proc.time() # start timer
library(Metrics) # load packages
library(forecast)
library(grDevices)
f_months=12
max_months=60
train_cut_off=48
j=0
My_Forecasts=""
channel_names=""

# ######### Read Data ##########
Gates_Cargo = readRDS("//fsv-afit-617/common/Lunday/Advising/MS22.
   Thompson (Database Anal for Forec)/Data/Current Data (FY14-18)/R
   Files/Gates_Cargo_FY14_18.rds")
Origin=unique(Gates_Cargo$PoeApc)
Destination=unique(Gates_Cargo$PodApc)
```
for (cur_Origin in Origin) {
    for (cur_Dest in Destination) {

        Channel_Subset = subset(Gates_Cargo,Gates_Cargo$PodApc == cur_Origin & Gates_Cargo$PoeApc == cur_Dest)

        if (nrow(subset(Channel_Subset,Channel_Subset$FY < 2018)) > 0) {

            j = j + 1

            data_train = aggregate(Channel_Subset$TStons, by=list(Category=Channel_Subset$Month), FUN=sum)
            names(data_train) = c("Month","SUM_sTons")
            data_train_tm = aggregate(Channel_Subset$TonMiles, by=list(Category=Channel_Subset$Month), FUN=sum)
            names(data_train_tm) = c("Month","Ton_Miles")

            ####### Filling in zeros / fixing time series #######
            data_train_zeros = data.frame(1:max_months,rep(0,max_months))

            data_train_tm_zeros = data_train_zeros
            names(data_train_zeros) = c("Month","SUM_sTons")
            names(data_train_tm_zeros) = c("Month","Ton_Miles")

            for (i in 1:max(nrow(data_train),nrow(data_train_tm))) {
                if (is.na(data_train[i,2]) == FALSE) {
                    data_train_zeros[data_train[i,1],2] = data_train[i,2]
                }
                if (is.na(data_train_tm[i,2]) == FALSE) {
                    data_train_tm_zeros[data_train_tm[i,1],2] = data_train_tm[i,2]
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
data_train = data_train_zeros[1:train_cut_off,]
data_train_tm = data_train_tm_zeros[1:train_cut_off,]
data_test = data_train_zeros[(train_cut_off + 1):max_months,]
data_test_tm = data_train_tm_zeros[(train_cut_off + 1):max_months,]

rm(data_train_zeros, data_train_tm_zeros)

########### Auto Arima ###########
aa_fc_st = auto.arima(data_train$SUM_sTons, ic = "aicc")
aa_fc_tm = auto.arima(data_train_tm$Ton_Miles, ic = "aicc")

########### SES ###########

ses_fc_st = ses(as.ts(data_train$SUM_sTons), h = f_months)  # h is time periods
ses_fc_tm = ses(as.ts(data_train_tm$Ton_Miles), h = f_months)

########### ETS ###########

ets_fc_st = ets(data_train$SUM_sTons)
ets_fc_tm = ets(data_train_tm$Ton_Miles)

########### Naive ###########

n_fc_st = naive(data_train$SUM_sTons, h = f_months)  # Real Naive
n_fc_tm = naive(data_train_tm$Ton_Miles, h = f_months)  # Real Naive

########### Mean Naive ###########

mean_fc_st = meanf(ts(data_train$SUM_sTons), h = f_months)  # Mean
mean_fc_tm = meanf(ts(data_train_tm$Ton_Miles), h = f_months)  # Mean
# Compare short tons

```r
aa_st_mae = mae(aa_fc_st$x, aa_fc_st$fitted)
aa_tm_mae = mae(aa_fc_tm$x, aa_fc_tm$fitted)

ses_st_mae = mae(ses_fc_st$x, ses_fc_st$fitted)
ses_tm_mae = mae(ses_fc_tm$x, ses_fc_tm$fitted)

et_st_mae = mae(ets_fc_st$x, ets_fc_st$fitted)
et_tm_mae = mae(ets_fc_tm$x, ets_fc_tm$fitted)

n_st_mae = mae(n_fc_st$x, rep(n_fc_st$x[train_cut_off], train_cut_off))
n_tm_mae = mae(n_fc_tm$x, rep(n_fc_tm$x[train_cut_off], train_cut_off))

mean_st_mae = mae(mean_fc_st$x, mean_fc_st$fitted)
mean_tm_mae = mae(mean_fc_tm$x, mean_fc_tm$fitted)

model_MAE_st = aa_st_mae
best_name_st = "aa"
best_forecast_st = aa_fc_st

if(ses_st_mae < model_MAE_st){
    model_MAE_st = ses_st_mae
    best_name_st = "ses"
    best_forecast_st = ses_fc_st
}

if(ets_st_mae < model_MAE_st){
    model_MAE_st = ets_st_mae
    best_name_st = "ets"
    best_forecast_st = ets_fc_st
}

if(n_st_mae < model_MAE_st){
    model_MAE_st = n_st_mae
    best_name_st = "n_last"
}
```
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best_forecast_st=n_fc_st

}

if(mean_st_mae< model_MAE_st){
    model_MAE_st=mean_st_mae
    best_name_st="mean"
    best_forecast_st=mean_fc_st
}

# Compare ton miles
model_MAE_tm=aa_tm_mae
best_name_tm="aa"
best_forecast_tm=aa_fc_tm

if(ses_tm_mae< model_MAE_tm){
    model_MAE_tm=ses_tm_mae
    best_name_tm="ses"
    best_forecast_tm=ses_fc_tm
}

if(ets_tm_mae< model_MAE_tm){
    model_MAE_tm=ets_tm_mae
    best_name_tm="ets"
    best_forecast_tm=ets_fc_tm
}

if(n_tm_mae< model_MAE_tm){
    model_MAE_tm=n_tm_mae
    best_name_tm="n_last"
    best_forecast_tm=n_fc_tm
}

if(mean_tm_mae< model_MAE_tm){
    model_MAE_tm=mean_tm_mae
    best_name_tm="mean"
    best_forecast_tm=mean_fc_tm
}
# Mean Absolute Error Calculations

```r
st_fc = forecast::forecast(best_forecast_st, h=f_months)
st_fc = as.data.frame(cbind((train_cut_off+1):max_months, st_fc $mean[1:12], data_test[,2]))
names(st_fc) <- c("Month", "Forecast", "Actual")
MAE_st = Metrics::mae(actual = st_fc$Actual, predicted = st_fc$Forecast)
```

```r
tm_fc = forecast::forecast(best_forecast_tm, h=f_months)
tm_fc = as.data.frame(cbind((train_cut_off+1):max_months, tm_fc $mean[1:12], data_test_tm[,2]))
names(tm_fc) <- c("Month", "Forecast", "Actual")
MAE_tm = Metrics::mae(actual = tm_fc$Actual, predicted = tm_fc$Forecast)
```

# Creating vectors to store data

```r
vector1 = c(aa_st_mae, ses_st_mae, ets_st_mae, n_st_mae, mean_st_mae)
names(vector1) <- c("aa_fc_st", "ses_fc_st", "ets_fc_st", "n_fc_st", "mean_st_mae")
```

```r
vector2 = c(aa_tm_mae, ses_tm_mae, ets_tm_mae, n_tm_mae, mean_tm_mae)
names(vector2) <- c("aa_fc_tm", "ses_fc_tm", "ets_fc_tm", "n_fc_tm", "mean_tm_mae")
```

```r
list1 <- list(cur_Origin, cur_Dest, best_name_st, model_MAE_st, best_forecast_st, best_name_tm, model_MAE_tm, best_forecast_tm, MAE_st, MAE_tm, vector1, vector2)
names(list1) <- c('Origin', 'Destination', 'Best_st_FC_Type',
```

```r
```
```
Best_st_FC_Value,'
    Best_st_FC',
    'Best_tm_FC_Type',
    'Best_tm_FC_Value',
    'Best_tm_FC',
    "MAE_st","MAE_tm","st_FCs","tm_FCs"
)

My_Forecasts[j]=list(list1)

channel_names[j]<-paste(cur_Origin,"->",cur_Dest,sep="")

if (j==1) {
    graph_vector_st=data.frame(cbind(model_MAE_st,MAE_st))
    graph_vector_tm=data.frame(cbind(model_MAE_tm,MAE_tm))
} else {
    graph_vector_st=rbind(graph_vector_st,c(model_MAE_st,MAE_st))
    graph_vector_tm=rbind(graph_vector_tm,c(model_MAE_tm,MAE_tm))
}

# Removing variables
rm(aa_fc_st,ses_fc_st,ets_fc_st,n_fc_st,mean_fc_st)
rm(aa_fc_tm,ses_fc_tm,ets_fc_tm,n_fc_tm,mean_fc_tm)
rm(list1,vector1,vector2,MAE_st,MAE_tm)
rm(best_forecast_st,best_name_st,model_MAE_st,data_train)
rm(best_forecast_tm,best_name_tm,model_MAE_tm,data_train_tm)
rm(data_test,data_test_tm)
rm(aa_st_mae,ses_st_mae,ets_st_mae,n_st_mae,mean_st_mae)
rm(aa_tm_mae,ses_tm_mae,ets_tm_mae,n_tm_mae,mean_tm_mae)
rm(st_fc,tm_fc)

} # end if nrow(subset(Channel_Subset,Channel_Subset$FY<2018)) > 0

} # end dest for

print(proc.time()-start_time) # print processing time wind window
names(My_Forecasts) <- channel_names # labels to "My_Forecasts" saved data

# Graphing results

# Graphing setup
names(graph_vector_st) <- c("x", "y")
names(graph_vector_tm) <- c("x", "y")

graph_vector_st$x <- as.numeric(graph_vector_st$x) # forcing data to be numeric
graph_vector_tm$x <- as.numeric(graph_vector_tm$x)
graph_vector_st$y <- as.numeric(graph_vector_st$y)
graph_vector_tm$y <- as.numeric(graph_vector_tm$y)

graph_vector_st <- graph_vector_st[order(graph_vector_st$x),] # ordering data for graphing
graph_vector_tm <- graph_vector_tm[order(graph_vector_tm$x),]  
graph_vector_st <- graph_vector_st[1:(nrow(graph_vector_st) - 1),] # deleting last row because it was on outlier
graph_vector_tm <- graph_vector_tm[1:(nrow(graph_vector_tm) - 1),] # deleting last row because it was on outlier

mod_st <- lm(y ~ x -1, data = graph_vector_st) # creating a linear model to plot line on graph
mod_tm <- lm(y ~ x -1, data = graph_vector_tm)

# Graphs
names(graph_vector_st) <- c("model_MAE", "MAE") # adding data labels
names(graph_vector_tm) <- c("model_MAE", "MAE")
```
212  png(filename ="//fsv-afft-617/common/Lunday/Advising/MS22.
    Thompson (Database Anal for Forec)/Data/Current Data (FY14-18)/R_
    Code_Thesis/Final/Plots_3/Gates_Cargo_st_plot.png")
213  plot(x=graph_vector_st$model_MAE,y=graph_vector_st$MAE,xlab = "model_MAE",ylab = "MAE",main = "Gates Cargo: sTons")
214  lines(x=graph_vector_st$model_MAE,y=predict(mod_st, list(x =
215     graph_vector_st$model_MAE)))
    dev.off()
216
217  png(filename ="//fsv-afft-617/common/Lunday/Advising/MS22.
    Thompson (Database Anal for Forec)/Data/Current Data (FY14-18)/R_
    Code_Thesis/Final/Plots_3/Gates_Cargo_tm_plot.png")
218  plot(x=graph_vector_tm$model_MAE,y=graph_vector_tm$MAE,xlab = "model_MAE",ylab = "MAE",main = "Gates Cargo: Ton Miles")
219  lines(x=graph_vector_tm$model_MAE,y=predict(mod_tm, list(x =
220     graph_vector_tm$model_MAE)))
    dev.off()
221
222  #Histograms
223  #Test Mean Absolute Error
224  png(filename ="//fsv-afft-617/common/Lunday/Advising/MS22.
    Thompson (Database Anal for Forec)/Data/Current Data (FY14-18)/R_
    Code_Thesis/Final/Plots_3/Forecast_MAE_Hist/Gates_Cargo_st_hist.png")
226  hist(graph_vector_st$MAE,main="Histogram of Test MAE",xlab="Test
227         MAE",xlim = c(0,15),nclass = 250)
    dev.off()
228  png(filename ="//fsv-afft-617/common/Lunday/Advising/MS22.
    Thompson (Database Anal for Forec)/Data/Current Data (FY14-18)/R_
    Code_Thesis/Final/Plots_3/Forecast_MAE_Hist/Gates_Cargo_tm_hist.png")
```
229  hist(graph_vector_tm$MAE, main="Histogram of Test MAE", xlab="Test MAE", xlim = c(0,10000), nclass=1000)
    dev.off()

# Test/Training MAE Ratio
232  png(filename ="/fsv-afit-617/common/Lunday/Advising/MS22.
      Thompson (Database Anal for Forec)/Data/Current Data (FY14-18)/R_Code_Thesis/Final/Plots_3/MAE_Ratio_Hist/Gates_Cargo_st_ratio_hist.png")
    hist(graph_vector_st$MAE/graph_vector_st$model_MAE, main="Histogram of Test/Training MAE Ratio", xlab = "Test/Training MAE Ratio", xlim = c(0,4))
    dev.off()
    png(filename ="/fsv-afit-617/common/Lunday/Advising/MS22.
      Thompson (Database Anal for Forec)/Data/Current Data (FY14-18)/R_Code_Thesis/Final/Plots_3/MAE_Ratio_Hist/Gates_Cargo_tm_ratio_hist.png")
    hist(graph_vector_tm$MAE/graph_vector_tm$model_MAE, main="Histogram of Test/Training MAE Ratio", xlab = "Test/Training MAE Ratio", xlim = c(0,4))
    dev.off()

# Clean Up R
240  print(proc.time()-start_time) # printing total run time

243  rm(Channel_Subset,j,Origin,cur_Origin,i,max_months,train_cut_off)
    rm(f_months,Gates_Cargo,cur_Dest,Destination,start_time)

246  mySave=list(My_Forecasts,graph_vector_st,graph_vector_tm,mod_st,mod_tm)
    names(mySave)<-c('My_Forecasts','graph_vector_st','graph_vector_tm','mod_st','mod_tm')
saveRDS(mySave,

    file = "/fsv-afit-617/common/Lunday/Advising/MS22.Thompson (Database Anal for Forec)/Data/Current Data (FY14-18)/R_Code_ Thesis/Final/Forecasts/Gates_Cargo.rds"
)

warnings()

summary(mod_st)

summary(mod_tm)
Appendix B. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests

The following pages contain twelve Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests and Welch’s t-tests which compare the distributions and means of test and training errors between data sets.
K-S Tests and Welch’s t-tests

2d Lt Maxwell Thompson
19 Feb 2020

Abstract

K-S Tests comparing the Training and Test MAEs across datasets and metrics. Alpha = 0.05. Only one test (Test 2: Remis v Hybrid Tails Test MAE) signified that the MAEs were from the same distribution. But the p-value is 0.9, which is still pretty low. Additionally, recommendations are provided on which database to use for forecasting each metric. These recommendations are made based on minimizing mean and std. No datasets that differ have overlapping confidence intervals. These results show that all datasets are needed.

R Markdown
rm(list = ls()) #remove variables
cat("\014") #clear command window

Test 1: Remis v Hybrid Tails Training MAE

my_KS_funct <- function(vect1, vect2) {
  par(mfrow = c(1,2))
  plot(ecdf(vect1),xlab= "MAE",ylab= "ecdf(MAE)",main=deparse(substitute(vec
t2)));plot(ecdf(vect2),xlab= "MAE",ylab= "ecdf(MAE)",main=deparse(substitute(vec
t2)));
  suppressWarnings(test <- ks.test(vect1, vect2))
  if(test$p.value<alpha) {
    print("p-value: " ,round(test$p.value, 3))
    print("Different")
    print("Recommendation: 1")
  }
  else {
    print("Below hypothesis")
    print("No recommendation")
    print("No overlap")
  }
}

Test 2: Remis v Hybrid Tails Test MAE

my_KS_funct <- function(vect1, vect2) {
  par(mfrow = c(1,2))
  plot(ecdf(vect1),xlab= "MAE",ylab= "ecdf(MAE)",main=deparse(substitute(vec
t2)));plot(ecdf(vect2),xlab= "MAE",ylab= "ecdf(MAE)",main=deparse(substitute(vec
t2)));
  suppressWarnings(test <- ks.test(vect1, vect2))
  if(test$p.value<alpha) {
    print("p-value: " ,round(test$p.value, 3))
    print("Different")
    print("Recommendation: 1")
  }
  else {
    print("Below hypothesis")
    print("No recommendation")
    print("No overlap")
  }
}

my_KS_funct(Remis$graph_vector_tails$Model_MAE,
            Hybrid$graph_vector_tails$Model_MAE)
## [1] "Not different"
## [1] "mean: 0.351 & sd: 0.839 & n: 2869"
## [1] "mean: 0.223 & sd: 0.387 & n: 1662"

my_KS_funct(Remis$graph_vector_tails$Hybrid_MAE,
            Hybrid$graph_vector_tails$Hybrid_MAE)
## [1] "Recommendation: 1"

Remis$graph_vector_tails$Model_MAE
Hybrid$graph_vector_tails$Model_MAE
K-S Tests and Welch’s t-tests

Test 3: Remis v Hybrid Hours Training MAE

my_KS_funct(Remis$graph_vector_hours$Model_MAE, Hybrid$graph_vector_hours$model_MAE)

## [1] "Different"
## [1] "p-value: 0"
## [1] "mean: 0.872 & sd: 2.097 & n: 1662"
## [1] "95% Conf Int: (0.77, 0.97)"
## [1] "95% Conf Int: (10.81, 13.66)"
## [1] "No overlap"
## [1] "Recommendation: 1"
## [1] "2 is longer"

## Welch Two Sample t-test

## data: vect1 and vect2
## t = -15.606, df = 2878, p-value = 1.166e-16
## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
## 95 percent confidence interval:
##  -26.25252 -15.66224
## sample estimates:
## mean of x  mean of y
##  0.8718051 12.2360934

Remis is better than Hybrid for hours. Remis is better than hybrid for Tails Training MAE.

Test 4: Remis v Hybrid Hours Test MAE

my_KS_funct(Remis$graph_vector_hours$MAE, Hybrid$graph_vector_hours$MAE)

## [1] "Different"
## [1] "p-value: 0"
## [1] "95% Conf Int: (0.80, 1.24)
## [1] "95% Conf Int: (16.69, 27.27)"
## [1] "No overlap"
## [1] "Recommendation: 1"
## [1] "2 is longer"

## Welch Two Sample t-test

## data: vect1 and vect2
## t = -7.7605, df = 2878, p-value = 2.195e-14
## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
## 95 percent confidence interval:
##  -26.25252 -15.66224
## sample estimates:
## mean of x  mean of y
##  1.019225 21.976603

Test 5: DCBS Cargo v Gates Cargo sTons Training MAE

my_KS_funct(DCBS_Cargo$graph_vector_st$model_MAE, Gates_Cargo$graph_vector_st$model_MAE)

## [1] "Different"
## [1] "p-value: 0"
## [1] "95% Conf Int: (1.11, 2.18)
## [1] "95% Conf Int: (7.70, 14.46)"
## [1] "No overlap"
## [1] "Recommendation: 1"
## [1] "1 is longer"

## Welch Two Sample t-test

## data: vect1 and vect2
## t = -5.3415, df = 2287, p-value = 3.495e-07
## alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
## 95 percent confidence interval:
##  -18.24617 -13.80770
## sample estimates:
## mean of x  mean of y
##  1.645225 11.085934
##  K-S Tests and Welch's t-tests

### Test 6: DCBS Cargo v Gates Cargo sTons Test MAE

```r
my_KS_funct(DCBS_Cargo$graph_vector_st$MAE, Gates_Cargo$graph_vector_st$MAE)
```

```
[1] "Different"
[1] "p-value: 0"
[1] "mean: 2.605 & sd: 23.8 & n: 2153"
[1] "95% Conf Int: ( 1.6 , 3.61 )"
[1] "95% Conf Int: ( 9.27 , 20.26 )"
[1] "No overlap"
[1] "Recommendation: 1"
[1] "1 is longer"
```

### Welch Two Sample t-test

```r
t = 4.2632, df = 167.07, p-value = 3.58e-05
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
  -17.796898   -6.523288
sample estimates:
  mean of x mean of y
  2.604679  14.764772
```

DCBS Cargo is better than Gates Cargo for sTons.

### Test 7: DCBS Cargo v Gates Cargo Ton Miles Training MAE

```r
my_KS_funct(DCBS_Cargo$graph_vector_tm$model_MAE, Gates_Cargo$graph_vector_tm$model_MAE)
```

```
[1] "Different"
[1] "p-value: 0"
[1] "95% Conf Int: ( 4157.04 , 8537.26 )"
[1] "95% Conf Int: ( 26576.27 , 64704.31 )"
[1] "No overlap"
[1] "Recommendation: 1"
[1] "1 is longer"
```

### Welch Two Sample t-test

```r
t = 4.0134, df = 141.67, p-value = 9.659e-05
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
  -58647.53   -19938.75
sample estimates:
  mean of x mean of y
  6347.15  45640.29
```

DCBS Cargo is better than Gates Cargo for Ton Miles.

### Test 8: DCBS Cargo v Gates Cargo Ton Miles Test MAE

```r
my_KS_funct(DCBS_Cargo$graph_vector_tm$MAE, Gates_Cargo$graph_vector_tm$MAE)
```

```
[1] "Different"
[1] "p-value: 0"
[1] "mean: 61084.52  & sd: 175962.945 & n: 139"
[1] "95% Conf Int: ( 6348.66 , 13661.73 )"
[1] "95% Conf Int: ( 31831.55 , 90337.48 )"
[1] "No overlap"
[1] "Recommendation: 1"
[1] "1 is longer"
```

```r
t = 3.396, df = 142.34, p-value = 0.0008866
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
  -80812.17   -21346.48
sample estimates:
  mean of x mean of y
  10005.19  61084.52
```

### Test 9: DCBS Pax v Gates Pax Ton Miles Training MAE

```r
my_KS_funct(DCBS_Pax$graph_vector_tm$model_MAE, Gates_Pax$graph_vector_tm$model_MAE)
```

```
[1] "Different"
[1] "p-value: 0"
[1] "95% Conf Int: ( 6348.66 , 13661.73 )"
[1] "95% Conf Int: ( 31831.55 , 90337.48 )"
[1] "No overlap"
[1] "Recommendation: 1"
[1] "1 is longer"
```

DCBS Pax is better than Gates Pax for Ton Miles.
### Test 10: DCBS Pax v Gates Pax Ton Miles Test MAE

```
my_KS_funct(DCBS_Pax$graph_vector_tm$MAE, Gates_Pax$graph_vector_tm$MAE)
## [1] "Different"
```

DCBS Pax is better than Gates Pax for ton miles.

### Test 11: DCBS Pax v Hybrid Pax, Pax Training MAE

```
my_KS_funct(DCBS_Pax$graph_vector_pax$model_MAE, Hybrid$graph_vector_pax$model_MAE)
## [1] "Different"
```

### Test 12: DCBS Pax v Hybrid Pax, Pax Test MAE

```
my_KS_funct(DCBS_Pax$graph_vector_pax$MAE, Hybrid$graph_vector_pax$MAE)
## [1] "Different"
```

## Welch Two Sample t-test

```
data:  vect1 and vect2
## t = 5.3999, df = 634.47, p-value = 9.438e-08
## alternate hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
## 95 percent confidence interval:
##  3.645804 7.812855
## sample estimates:
## mean of x mean of y
##  7.124143  1.394814
```

### Welch's t-tests

```
## data:  vect1 and vect2
## t = 4.7923, df = 677.12, p-value = 2.028e-06
## alternate hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
## 95 percent confidence interval:
##  2.853487 6.814691
## sample estimates:
## mean of x mean of y
##  6.796671  1.962583
```
Hybrid Pax is better than Gates Pax for pax.

Summary:

All databases are needed. All the means of the distributions are significantly different by two-tailed Welch's t-tests. Remis is better than Hybrid for hours. Remis is better than hybrid for Tails Training MAE. DCBS Cargo is better than Gates Cargo for Tons and cargo ton miles. DCBS Pax is better than Gates Pax for pax ton miles. Hybrid Pax is better than Gates Pax for # pax. Only Gates Pax can do pax short ton.
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